We experimentally demonstrate that a type-II pulsed optical parametric amplifier operated in a phaseinsensitive configuration works as a near-perfect classical optical amplifier whose noise figure approaches 3 dB at high gains. We further demonstrate that, when operated in a phase-sensitive configuration, this amplifier works as a quantum-optical amplifier whose noise figure goes below 3 dB and approaches 0 dB at high gains. The noise figure of 1.45 + 0.2 dB, measured for a gain of 9 dB, is clearly in the quantum regime.
INTRODUCTION
Optical amplifiers (OA's) are a key element in communications systems because they can directly amplify optical signals and are free of the bandwidth limitations imposed on optical communications by conventional electronic amplifiers. Since in optical communications OA's are cascaded in series (as in-line repeaters, as boosters before branching, or as preamplifiers before detection), it is imperative that they do not add noise to the signals that they amplify. We quantify this feature by means of the noise figure (NF) of the amplifier, which is defined as the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) at the input of the amplifier divided by the SNR at the output, that is,
SNRout Clearly, for an ideal amplifier that adds no noise, we must have NF = 1 (i.e., 0 dB).
In the best traveling-wave amplifiers that are used to date in optical systems, the NF attains a value of -5 dB for semiconductor OA's' and -4 dB for Er-doped opticalfiber OA's. 2 The NF's of these OA's cannot be improved much further because they approach the quantum limit for phase-insensitive amplification, which is 3 dB. 3 - 6 Such a phase-insensitive amplifier (PIA), in addition to amplifying the quadrature that carries the signal, also amplifies the conjugate quadrature that carries only noise. In this case it can be shown 6 (see also Section 2 below) that the SNR is degraded by a factor of 2, hence the NF of 3 dB. This situation is depicted in Fig. 1(a) , in which the beams at the input and output of the PIA are represented in a phase-space diagram. The quantum noise of the coherent input is depicted by a disk of unit radius surrounding the vector extremity. The edge of the disk represents the l/e isoprobability curve for the possible outcomes of a measurement. The area of the disk is directly given by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, which for a coherent beam verifies
where AE, and AE 2 are in units of \/2.
On phaseinsensitive amplification all the dimensions of the disk are magnified by the same factor. Thus the noise spot remains a disk (i.e., the noise power is the same in both quadratures), but its area is now larger, indicating that the amplifier has introduced excess noise beyond that required by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
Thirty years ago Louisell' pointed out that a coupledmode parametric amplifier can overcome this limit if both its input channels are excited. More recently several workers 4` contributed to the development of a theoretical framework for the analysis of quantum noise in optical amplifiers. The main idea is that a parametric amplifier that has both input channels excited is sensitive to the phase of the input signal. Such a phase-sensitive amplifier (PSA) amplifies both the signal and the noise in the quadrature that carries information but deamplifies the noise in the conjugate quadrature that carries no information. In this case it can be shown 3 (see also Section 2 below) that the SNR remains unchanged, implying that an ideal PSA has NF = 1 (i.e., 0 dB) in the amplified quadrature. Figure 1 (b) allows us to understand this situation better. By amplifying one quadrature and deamplifying its conjugate, one distorts the noise spot into an ellipse, in contrast to the PIA configuration. However, in spite of the distortion, the area of the noise spot is unchanged and remains equal to that required by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. The amplifier thus operates in the quantum-limited regime. This means that no additional noise is introduced into the signal in the amplified quadrature, thus resulting in a NF of 0 dB, which is associated with quantum-limited optical amplification.
Although many quantum features of parametric amplification such as twin-photon-noise reduction, 9 squeezing,' 0 "' and quantum-nondemolition measurements' 2 have been recently introduced, the early theoretical predictions on the quantum NF of parametric amplification, to our knowledge, have not yet been experimentally demonstrated.
the amplifier the operators for the signal channel are related to the input signal and idler operators by 5 a 0 ut = cosh(yz)a + sinh(yz)b+, aout = cosh(yz)a' + sinh(yz)b. (4) The number operator that corresponds to an intensity measurement of the output of the signal channel is N = aout+aout = cosh 2 (yz)a'a + sinh 2 (yz)bb+ + cosh(yz)sinh(yz)(a+b+ + ab).
We first examine the configuration in which the input beam is polarized parallel to the signal channel, so that only this channel is excited. In this case one can calculate the number of photons measured at the signal output from Eq. (5) as (6) (N)PIA = (aout+aout) = n cosh 2 (yz) + sinh'(yz), In this paper we experimentally demonstrate that a type-II optical parametric amplifier can act as both a nearperfect classical OA with a minimal NF of -3 dB and a noiseless quantum OA with a NF approaching 0 dB at high gains in the amplified quadrature. To switch between the two types of operation, it suffices to rotate the polarization of the incoming signal and thus change from phaseinsensitive to phase-sensitive amplification, as explained in Section 2 below. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an outline of the theory of quantum noise in parametric amplification in both the PIA and the PSA configurations. In Section 3 we present the experiments that we performed to demonstrate the theoretical relationships that are derived in Section 2, and in Section 4 we discuss the experimental results.
THEORY OF THE NOISE FIGURE OF A PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER
A type-II parametric amplifier involves two channels, signal and idler (denoted as a and b, respectively), which are orthogonally polarized to each other. These two channels are coupled to each other by the pumping process of the amplifier, which produces twin photons, one photon in each channel. One formalizes this coupling by means of the Hamiltonian
V where a' (a) is a boson-creation (-annihilation) operator that acts on the electromagnetic excitation of the signal channel, whereas b+ (b) acts on the idler channel. v is the group velocity of light in the nonlinear crystal, and y = X( 2 )E, exp(i4p) is the pumping parameter of the amplifier, which depends on the medium nonlinearity X(2) and on the pump-field amplitude Ep = \/7. One may regard the pump phase as a reference, so that p, = 0. When light propagates in the nonlinear crystal it evolves under the Hamiltonian of Eq. (3), so that at the output of where n is the number of photons at the input. In general, n >> 1 even for signals considered to be weak, so that the sinh 2 (Yz) term, which represents the spontaneous parametric emission, is neglected compared with the first term. We use this approximation (n >> 1), whereby one neglects the contribution of the spontaneous parametric emission to the measured intensity, throughout this paper. Thus, according to Eq. (6), the output of the signal channel is amplified with respect to the input with a gain of GPIA= cosh 2 (yz), (7) which is independent of the phase of the input signal. Note that parametric emission also occurs along the idler channel. However, because the polarization of the idler is orthogonal to that of the signal channel, we do not include the idler power in the definition of the gain. The above analysis, in which only the signal channel is being detected, applies to our experimental configuration in which the two channels are separated from each other by use of a polarizer at the output of the amplifier, and only one output channel is detected.
On the other hand, if the input beam is polarized at 450 with respect to the signal and the idler polarizations, both input channels of the amplifier are excited. The number of photons measured at the output of the signal channel is (8) where n is the total number of photons in the input beam, so that n/2 excite each of two channels. Equation (8) shows that when both input channels are simultaneously excited, the total (signal plus idler) phase-sensitive gain of parametric amplification is Gf, = cosh(2yz) + sinh(2yz)cos(0), (9) where 0 = kpump -4 ' signal -' idler is the sum of the signal and idler phases at the input relative to the pump phase. For the particular phase of the signal and idler for which 4' signal = Oidler = 4 = 0, the total phase-sensitive parametric gain is maximum and is related to the pumping pa-
For the other quadrature, Dignal = idler = 7-/2, so that we have ' = 7, and the gain becomes <1:
implying that the input is deamplified. The quantum-noise power that is associated with the two types of amplification discussed above (PIA and PSA) is proportional to the variance of the number of photons in the output beam,
For the case of PIA in which there is an input to the signal channel alone, one can calculate the noise power from Eq. (12) (14) where we use the definition of SNR in terms of noise power and introduce the proportionality constant a that converts the photon number into power, and thus its value depends on the units used in the measurement. Since the SNR at the input of the amplifier for a shot-noise-limited beam is proportional to the number of photons in the beam:
the NF of the PIA is
Cosh 2( YZ) GpLA (6 which for large gains approaches NFpjA = 2 (or 3 dB).
On the other hand, for the case in which both the signal and the idler inputs are excited and thus the parametric amplification becomes phase sensitive, one calculates the noise power from Eq. (14) as (17) which, for the NF of the phase-sensitive amplifier, gives
In the amplified quadrature ( = 0), NFp takes the limit
Clearly, at large gains the NF in the amplifying quadrature approaches NFo = 1, indicating noiseless amplification. In the deamplified quadrature, on the other hand (4 = -r), NF,. = 1 + Go 2 , which implies that excess noise is added at all the gains.
In the above analysis we chose the case in which only one of the outputs of the amplifier is detected (e.g., the signal channel), which corresponds to an experimental configuration similar to that of the PIA in which the signal and idler channels are separated from each other. Thus, when the amplifier is not pumped so that its gain is unity (Go = 1), Eq. (19) gives a NF that is equal to 2. This occurs because when only the signal channel is detected half the input energy is lost, and this degrades the SNR by a factor of 2 for a shot-noise-limited beam. Equation (19) shows that, at very large gain, the NF becomes 1 and the input SNR is recovered after amplification. This means that the PSA does not introduce any additional noise, whereas at the same time it compensates the partition noise produced by the 50% loss at the output. 3 Note that the beams polarized at 450 with respect to the crystal axes are the eigenmodes of two independent degenerate parametric amplifiers even though the signal and idler channels are always nondegenerate because of their orthogonal polarizations. One can readily see this by considering the operators 
implying that in the course of amplification the modes that are polarized at 450 will undergo squeezing and will have their noise reduced. If the full output of the parametric amplifier is detected (signal plus idler or d+ + d_), then the total number of photons is
whereas the corresponding noise is
which indicates that the NF for the total output (signal plus idler) of the phase-sensitive parametric amplifier in the amplified quadrature ( = 0) is always
independently of the PSA gain. We now return to our analysis of the situation that corresponds to our experimental configuration, in which only one of the output channels is detected. One can take into account the effects of downstream losses (other than the 50% loss that is associated with the detection of a single channel, as discussed above) by using the familiar inputoutput relationship for an attenuator 5 with a loss coeffi-
where ci, is an unexcited channel that introduces only quantum noise. Combining the input-output relationships for the parametric amplifier and for the attenuator and using Eqs. (5) and (25), one can write the number operator for the photons that reach the detector as is rotated by the half-wavelength plate (A/2) to achieve phaseinsensitive or phase-sensitive amplification. The photodiode current is split 90/10, with each partial current measured by use of a spectrum analyzer and a boxcar combination.
For the case of a PIA the detected signal is therefore
whereas the noise power is 
This corresponds to an overall NF of
GpiA 7 1 GPA which shows that at low gains the presence of downstream losses degrades the NF of the amplifier but that at high gains this degradation is compensated and that one attains the classical 3-dB limit. Similarly, for the case of PSA, the output of the signal channel is 
,qG,6
In the amplifying quadrature ( = 0) the NF becomes
Go nGo
Clearly, at high gain the noise introduced by downstream losses is compensated, and the PSA may reach the ideal NF of 1, a factor of 2 better than the PIA. The experiments presented in this paper aim to demonstrate Eqs. (28) and (33).
EXPERIMENT
Our experimental setup, schematically presented in Fig. 2 , is based on a frequency-doubled mode-locked Q-switched YLF laser pumping two type-II KTP crystals in series, constituting a traveling-wave parametric amplifier. The pump beam, at 527 nm, consists of a train of 35-ps-long pulses with a repetition rate of 76 MHz modulated into Gaussian envelopes of 400-ns duration (FWHM), produced at a repetition rate of 400 Hz. A small part of the fundamental (nondoubled) laser beam at 1054 nm is collinearly injected into the pump beam and serves as the input signal to the amplifier. This beam consists of 630-ns-long (FWHM) Gaussian trains of 50-ps-long pulses, synchronized with the pulses of the pump beam. At the exit of the amplifier one eliminates the pump beam by means of two RG 715 filters and places a polarizer to select the two polarizations (signal and idler) parallel to the crystal axes. Note that the signal and idler outputs of the type-II parametric amplifier are degenerate with respect to wavelength but are clearly nondegenerate (and therefore separable) with respect to polarization. One places a half-wave plate before the amplifier, which permits rotation of the polarization of the input beam. When the input beam is polarized parallel to one of the crystal axes (say, the signal axis) the parametric amplifier is not sensitive to the phase of the input, as shown in Section 2 above: the phase of the idler automatically adjusts itself to any fluctuations of the phase of the signal. On the other hand, when the input is polarized at 450 with respect to the crystal axes the amplifier is sensitive to the phase of the input signal. For a particular phase = 0 the light produced by the parametric amplifier is in phase with the input signal and thus constructively interferes with it, giving rise to amplification, whereas for the conjugate quadrature the field emitted by the amplifier is out of phase with the input signal, and thus their interference produces deamplification of the input.
In our experimental setup one adjusts the confocal parameter of all the beams to be much larger than the crystal length to minimize mode distortion and diffraction effects. 4 One keeps the pump beam to a maximum intensity of 50 MW/cm 2 , also to minimize distortion, thus producing a maximum power gain of GpIA of 6.4 dB in the phase-insensitive configuration and Go of 9 dB in the amplified quadrature of the phase-sensitive configuration.
The output of the signal channel is focused (FWHM = 80 ,tm) onto a 300-,um-diameter InGaAs photodiode (Epitaxx ETX-300) with nominal quantum efficiency of -90% and low dark current. One avoids optical saturation of the photodiode by limiting the optical gain and by adjusting the input-signal intensity to be of the order of 20 kW/cm 2 , so that the peak photocurrent never exceeds into a bandpass filter that transmits between 12 and 25 MHz and has 90-dB attenuation outside this range. This filter prevents saturation of the subsequent low-noise amplifier (Trontech W11OB-13) by the 76-MHz modulation and its harmonics. We checked this by examining the absence of distortion in the temporal profile of the amplified pulse. The amplifier output is fed into a second spectrum analyzer with 10-MHz rf bandwidth (Tektronix 2782) set at 18 MHz. In principle, in the determination of the SNR, one must measure the noise over the same frequency band as the signal. However, because of the very large amplitude of the signal at 76 MHz, direct measurement of the quantum noise at this frequency is not possible. On the other hand, measurement of the noise at 18 MHz ges a quantitative measure of the quantum noise at the modulation frequency (76 MHz) because of the large bandwidth of traveling-wave pulsed parametric amplification (>100 GHz). The large bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer (and bandpass filter) permits one to time resolve the envelope of the Q-switched pulse train, and only approximately seven mode-locked pulses at the center of the train are effectively registered (50-ns time window).
To treat the signals quantitatively, video averaging is provided by two boxcars following each of the two spectrum analyzers; the boxcars are triggered by the Q-switch synchronization from the laser-power supply, and their gate width is 50 ns. Each measurement involves -5000 Q-switched trains, which are averaged by a computer that receives the data from the boxcars. One performs all the measurements by simultaneously registering the modulation (at 76 MHz) and the noise (at 18 MHz) for the output beams. These two quantities are then plotted as x and y, respectively, giving the noise power as a function of the amplifier gain. In the case of the PIA, one varies the gain GpIA by changing the incident intensity of the pump beam. For the case of PSA, one varies the gain G, by scanning the relative phase of the pump and input beams. One achieves this by modulating the path of the input beam with a piezoelectric transducer.
RESULTS
First we consider the PIA configuration in which the polarization of the input beam is fixed parallel to the extraordinary axis of the crystal; this polarization corresponds to the signal channel.
The results of the measurement of quantum-noise power in the PIA configuration are given in Fig. 3 , in which the measured noise (triangles) is plotted as a function of the amplifier gain GpIA, expressed in decibels. One obtains the 0-dB point by removing the pump beam, and therefore this point corresponds to GpLA = 1 and is then followed by an attenuation (1 --q) resulting from the overall detection efficiency -q. The theoretical expression [Eq. (28) divided by -q] is also plotted for -q = 0.85, which fits the experimental data quite well. In Fig. 3 are also plotted, for comparison, the noise power resulting from shot noise at each output intensity (squares). One obtains these data by turning off the pump beam and then adjusting the intensity of the input laser beam so that it matches the output intensity measured in the presence of amplification. As expected, the shot-noise curve is a line of slope 0.5. Note that at all the output intensities the noise power of the amplified beam is larger than the noise power corresponding to shot noise. In Fig. 4 we plotted the F that can be deduced from the experimental data (trian es) and fitted it to Eq. (29). Note that for a gain of G'IA of 6.4 dB, the largest examined in this experiment, we obtained a NF of 2.2 dB, whereas at larger gains the NF should approach 3 dB, as the theoretical curve of Eq. (29) indicates.
We now consider the experimental PSA configuration, in which the polarization of the input beam is set at 450 with respect to the extraordinary and ordinary axes, so that it projects equally onto the signal and idler polarizations. As discussed in Section 2 above, the parametric amplifier is phase sensitive in this configuration. Note that, in this experiment, to minimize the changes betwefn the PIA and the PSA configurations, one retains the polarizer separating signal and idler at the output of the amplifier.
The noise power measured in the phase-sensitive configuration is presented in Fig. 5 , where it is plotted as a function of the phase-sensitive gain Gas in decibels. The experimental results (stars) are quite well fitted by the expected theoretical expression [Eq. (31)], with -q = 0.82. The shot noise that corresponds to the output intensity is also plotted (squares). In this configuration it was possible to check whether the input beam was shot-noise lim- ited by detecting both output channels (signal and idler) and by verifying that, in the absence of the pump beam, the noise of the sum and difference of the two photocurrents gave identical results. As in the PIA configuration, the amplified beam is noisier than is a coherent beam of equivalent intensity. As one can see by comparing Eqs. (30) and (31), the relation between the shot noise and the noise of the parametric-amplifier output is a multiplicative factor >1, independent of phase, and thus the plot of Eq. (31) is a line of slope 0.5 lying above the shotnoise line: at each output intensity the amplified beam is noisier than is a shot-noise-limited beam of the same intensity, partly because the input noise is being amplified and partly because the amplifier adds noise. To distinguish between these two effects, we plotted in Fig. 4 above the NF of the PSA, as a function of the gain G,6, in decibels. Note that at low gains examined in this experiment (Gu, up to 9 dB) the amplifier adds some noise. However, at the phases that correspond to Ga > 7 dB, the noise added is significantly less than that of a classical amplifier, as can be seen in Fig. 4 above, indicating that the amplifier operates in the quantum regime. More particularly, in the amplified quadrature ( = 0) that displays a gain Gus of 9 dB, the amplifier achieves an NFo of 1.45 + 0.2 dB, clearly lower than the NF of a PIA of equivalent gain (and losses), which is 2.4 ± 0.2 dB.
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CONCLUSION
We have presented experimental results on the noise figure of a type-II pulsed parametric amplifier. We have shown that, in the relatively low gains examined in these experiments (<9 dB), in both phase-insensitive and phasesensitive amplification this device achieves the theoretical performances of a near-perfect classical and quantum amplifier, respectively. These results indicate that at higher gains a PIA parametric amplifier achieves the ideal noise figure of 3 dB, whereas in the phase-sensitive configuration it attains a noise factor of 0 dB, underscoring the potential interest that such parametric amplifiers may present in long-haul optical-communications systems.
The phase-sensitive configuration with its near-unity noise figure is clearly more advantageous, but its practical implementation is much more difficult because of the problems that are associated with control of the signal phase.
